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Terms of Reference

The health of our communities is intrinsically important to the health of our borough – the way in which our residents interact with their surroundings has a major impact on their health & wellbeing.

The Healthy Communities Committee undertook an inquiry into the health of our borough. We are looking at three themes: financial health, environmental health and physical health.

The financial health of the borough

• The availability of banks and credit unions
• The role of payday loan and pawn shops
• Financial awareness in the borough

The environmental health of the borough

• The air quality
• The use of our parks and open spaces

The physical health of the borough

• The provision of cycle paths
• The provision of indoor & outdoor exercise space
• Availability of alcohol on our high streets and in pubs and bars
• Availability of tobacco products

Committee participants

The following members of the Committee were involved in the writing of this report:

Councillor Rebecca Lury, Chair, Healthy Communities Scrutiny Sub-Committee
Councillor David Noakes, Vice-Chair, Healthy Communities Scrutiny Sub-Committee
Councillor Jasmine Ali
Councillor Paul Fleming
Councillor Maria Linforth-Hall
Councillor Kath Whittam
Councillor Bill Williams
Councillor Johnson Situ (as reserve)

Thanks is also due to Julie Timbrell as Project Manager for the Healthy Communities Scrutiny Sub-Committee.
Evidence received

The Committee wishes to thank the following for their evidence, both written and in person which contributed to the final recommendations in this report.

- Councillor Stephanie Cryan, Deputy Cabinet Member for Financial Inclusion
- Councillor Ian Wingfield, Deputy Leader and Cabinet Member for Communities, Employment and Business
- Councillor Chris Gonde, London Mutual Credit Union
- Councillor Darren Merrill, Cabinet Member for Environment and Recycling
- Councillor Mark Williams, Cabinet Member for Regeneration and Transport
- Councillor Barrie Hargrove, Cabinet Member for Public Health, Parks and Leisure
- Sally Causer, Southwark Citizens Advice Bureau
- Jeremy Leach, Walworth Society/Southwark Living Streets
- Rightfully Yours
- Walworth Society
- Southwark Living Streets
- Southwark Youth Council
- Dr Ruth Wallis, Public Health
- Southwark Cyclists
- Stop Killing Cyclists
- Diana Cochrane, Walworth Society/Pullens Tenants & Residents Association
- Peter Wright, East Walworth Green Links
- Peta Steele, Friends of Pasley Park/Walworth Society
- Shelagh Farren, Friends of Pasley Park
- Jin Lim, Assistant Director, Public Health
- Rosie Dalton-Lucas, Health Improvement Partnership Manager, Public Health
- Simon Bevan, Director of Planning
- Professor Brendan Delaney, Stop Killing Cyclists
- Alastair Hanton, Southwark Cyclists
- Bruce Lynn, Southwark Cyclists
- Southwark Youth Council
- Environment & Leisure Department
Summary of Recommendations

Financial Health

Recommendation 1: The Committee recommends that the Council continue to provide funding for the Southwark CAB so that it continue to support vulnerable residents, in particular men in their 50s who are adversely affected.

Recommendation 2: The Committee recommends that the Council continue to promote local CAB services to residents, particularly the Money Savvy service, providing financial education for social housing tenants.

Recommendation 3: The Committee recommends the January edition of Southwark Life should carry information on financial services provision in the Borough to raise awareness at a time when people are more likely to be looking at organising their finances.

Recommendation 4: The Committee further recommends that Community Council chairs should be encouraged to invite financial support services to present and be on display at Community Councils throughout the administrative year.

Recommendation 5: The Committee recommends that the Cabinet Member writes to all Tenants & Residents Associations on an annual basis to provide them with details of services that are located within Southwark.

Recommendation 6: The Committee therefore recommends that a named Cabinet Member works to identify a potential premise for a credit union on the Walworth Road, which would help to balance the number of payday loan shop services.

Recommendation 7: The Committee also recommends that all Councillors should be encouraged to join a credit union so that they can speak from first-hand experience to residents about using credit unions.

Recommendation 8: The Committee recommends that the Council takes the lead in initiating discussions about the potential for working with the CCG, local GP practices and CAB services to provide financial health services in health centres in Southwark.

Environmental Health

Recommendation 9: The commitment that the Council has so far made to our parks and green spaces should be commended, and the Committee recommends that the Council continues to invest in these areas to improve the health of residents.

Recommendation 10: The Committee would recommend that the Cabinet member continue to put pressure on TfL to reconsider the scope for the ultra-low emission zone to include Southwark.
Recommendation 11: The Council should consider banning smoking in children’s playgrounds. This will be a good initial move to improve the air quality for young people in our borough and those who are likely to be affected by second hand smoking from adults whilst they are at play.

Recommendation 12: The Committee would recommend that the Cabinet Member looks into the possibility of funding a project highlighting the green link projects throughout the Borough.

Recommendation 13: The Committee welcomes this suggestion and would recommend that the Cabinet member factors this into the ongoing Cycling Strategy that the Council is developing.

Recommendation 14: The Committee recommends that the Cabinet Member for Regeneration seriously considers the viability of a low line and works with the Walworth Society to develop a proposal to take this forward.

Recommendation 15: The Committee would recommend that the Cabinet Member looks to conduct a study into the use of green space in the Borough and work with local TRAs and community groups to identify community projects that can be undertaken.

Recommendation 16: We would encourage the Cabinet Member for Regeneration and the Chair of Planning to look to encourage developers to consider interim use projects which contribute to improving the environment for Southwark residents during their schemes.

Physical Health

Recommendation 17: The Committee recommends that the Council consider further sites for outdoor gyms in parks and open spaces throughout the Borough.

Recommendation 18: The Committee believes that this provides an ideal opportunity for engaging children in safe play near their homes, and would recommend that the Cabinet Member looks to extend the scheme during school holidays.

Recommendation 19: The Committee is currently conducting a Licensing Policy Review, and the Committee would recommend that the new guidance would seek to ban the sale of super strength alcohol as a standard condition of a licence.

Recommendation 20: The Committee recommends that the Licensing Review further considers the ways in which current licensing policy can be used more effectively to have a clear impact on decision making.

Recommendation 21: The Committee would recommend that Public Health is regularly consulted on licence applications and review processes, and data is taken into account to assess the likely impact on health for residents, including A&E admissions, noise disturbance and ambulance call-outs.

Recommendation 22: The Committee supports the idea that there needs to be a more localised approach to tackling smoking and we would recommend the close working together of the CCG, the Council and local partner organisations.

Recommendation 23: Discouraging young people from taking up smoking is a particularly important want to tackle the issue, and there needs to be more done to educate in schools. At present 3
schools per year are being funded in a 4 year project working with year 8 students. This does not provide a comprehensive enough approach and the Council needs to work with secondary schools to have a yearly programme of activity.

Recommendation 24: The Committee recommends that the CCG needs to work with the Council to ensure that services provided by local GP surgeries can be delivered appropriately.

Recommendation 25: In terms of tackling illegal tobacco, there is currently a partnership with Lambeth, Lewisham, Greenwich, Bexley and Bromley looking at the situation in SE London. The Committee commends this approach and would like to see a more concerted effort to tackle sales of illegal tobacco.

Recommendation 26: The Committee would recommend that the Cabinet Member takes note of the submissions to this Committee in his consideration of responses to the Council’s Cycling Strategy.

Recommendation 27: The Committee recommends that the Cabinet Member looks at safe cycle storage schemes and works with developers to ensure that new schemes have adequate cycle parking and storage provision.

Recommendation 28: The Committee recommends that the Cabinet Member works with TfL to identify further cycle hire schemes throughout the Borough.

Recommendation 29: The Committee recommends that the Cabinet Member considers the outcomes of the Grange Project and looks to see whether the scheme could be further extended in other areas in the Borough to encourage cycling.

Recommendation 30: The Council is currently aiming to have 10% of the borough actively cycling. Given the success of the Grange Project, the Committee recommends that the Cabinet Member should consider increasing the target percentage of those actively cycling in the Borough for 2016/17.
Chapter 1: Financial Health

The context

1. Within our borough, the most deprived areas can be found in the middle of the borough. As can be seen in the map below, there is an increasing split between the north and south of the borough, and this is likely to have increased as a result of rising house prices along the Thames.

![Index of Multiple Deprivation 2010, Overall Deprivation](image1.png)

Figure 1: Index of Multiple Deprivation 2010, Overall Deprivation

2. The majority of the Council’s social housing can be found in these areas, and there continues to be pressure in the north of the borough to provide further social housing.

3. It is also within these areas of the borough that there is an increased proliferation of payday loans shops, as can be seen in figure 2 below.

---

1 Public Health Presentation, Economy, Inequality and Poverty, October 2014
4. The main reasons for using payday loans services differ depending on the age bracket in which individuals fall. For those aged 25-35, the key considerations are food, child essentials, vehicle expenses and utility bills, whereas for 45 to 54 year olds, the key considerations are university fees, family expenses and emergency expenses.

5. The payday loans sector has grown significantly over the past 10 years, from 0.3million borrowers in 2006 to 1.9million in 2010. And whilst there is a legislation now in place to limit the interest rates of such organisations, they still provide a source of finance for many of Southwark’s vulnerable residents.

6. However, whichever we look at the situation, a large number of people are accessing these services in the (perhaps perceived) absence of being able to access credit elsewhere. This means that many get trapped in a cycle, and consumers themselves also see the problems with payday loan shops, and 64% of payday loan shop borrowers agreed that this type of credit trapped them into a cycle of borrowing.

7. Having debts undoubtedly has a negative health impact, and given the proliferation of payday loan shops services in Southwark, there is a knock on effect for the health of our residents.

---

2 Public Health Presentation, Economy, Inequality and Poverty, October 2014
3 Response of Cllr Ian Wingfield, Deputy Leader and Cabinet Member for Communities, Employment and Business, October 2014
4 Public Health Presentation, Economy, Inequality and Poverty, October 2014
8. There is a 33% higher risk of developing depression and anxiety as a result of unmanageable debts, and 1 in 2 adults with debt has a mental disorder. The effects also spread to physical health, where those with debt have a 17% higher risk of hypertension and a 15% higher risk of stroke.5

9. The Committee therefore believes that tackling access to financial services and providing residents with support in their financial decision making can have a positive effect on their health, and improve the health benefits for the borough.

10. The Committee heard from the Citizens Advice Bureau that in 2013/14 Southwark CABx helped 12,951 local residents with the top three areas of inquiry being (i) benefits (ii) debt (iii) housing6.

11. They have identified a number of issues that are leading to an increase in inquiries citing the changes to the welfare benefits as one of the main reasons; specifically around the bedroom tax, the abolition of Council Tax benefit and the benefit cap.

12. There is also an adverse effect on men in their 50s, who are particularly vulnerable to debt and poverty due to a number of factors, including the onset of disability, finding it difficult to access the labour market and changes to the benefits system.

13. **The Committee recommends that the Council continue to provide funding for the Southwark CAB so that it continue to support vulnerable residents, in particular men in their 50s who are adversely affected.**

**Improving access to finance**

14. The CAB believes that the reliance on payday loans and pawn shops is a symptom, but not the cause of poverty in the borough. They found that people on the lowest incomes are often the best at budgeting and have good financial awareness, but they have limited choices in accessing finance.7

15. In conjunction with the Council, Southwark CAB is running a 5 year funded financial education project which is aimed as social housing tenants. To date they have helped over 2000 residents looking at issues such as cost of credit, and prioritising housing costs.

16. **The Committee recommends that the Council continue to promote local CAB services to residents, particularly the Money Savvy service, providing financial education for social housing tenants**

17. Alongside the Council directly promoting the services available to residents, we should be doing more to ensure that awareness of the financial services available in the Borough is increased.

---

5 Response of Cllr Ian Wingfield, Deputy Leader and Cabinet Member for Communities, Employment and Business, October 2014
6 Southwark Citizens Advice Bureaux Response, October 2014
7 Southwark Citizens Advice Bureaux Response, October 2014
18. Publications such as Southwark Life, and forums such as Community Councils provide ideal opportunities for outreach to large numbers of individuals throughout the Borough.

19. The Committee recommends the January edition of Southwark Life should carry information on financial services provision in the Borough to raise awareness at a time when people are more likely to be looking at organising their finances.

20. The Committee further recommends that Community Council chairs should be encouraged to invite financial support services to present and be on display at Community Councils throughout the administrative year.

21. Alongside support provided in improving the financial awareness within the borough, and offering support services, the availability of credit will play an important part in ensuring that residents are able to manage their finances.

22. The London Mutual Credit Union offers a ‘Credit Union OK’ payday loan product. This allows loans of up to £1000 with interest charged at 26.8%, compared to circa 4000% charged by standard payday lenders. Loans are transferred to customers within 3 working days, but can be transferred on the same day for an additional charge.\(^8\)

23. Southwark Council recognises the importance of this offering to residents who feel they have no other option other than to access payday loan services. In 2014, the former Cabinet Member for Communities and Economic Wellbeing wrote to all Tenants and Residents Associations in the borough informing them of Credit Unions and requesting they publicise services to its residents.\(^9\)

24. The Committee recommends that the Cabinet Member for Business & Enterprise writes to all Tenants & Residents Associations on an annual basis to provide them with details of services that are located within Southwark.

25. Payday loans are seen as a major problem, especially in the north of the borough, where main roads such as the Walworth Road see a multitude of these shops within a relatively short stretch of road.

26. The Walworth Society in their response to the inquiry put forward its supportive for the development of a Credit Union in Walworth. As part of their research into the Walworth Road, they found that out of the total 172 retail units along the Walworth Rd, 9 are devoted to betting/gambling, 5 are high interest/payday loans and 4 are pawnbrokers.

---

\(^8\) Response of Cllr Ian Wingfield, Deputy Leader and Cabinet Member for Communities, Employment and Business, October 2014

\(^9\) Response of Cllr Ian Wingfield, Deputy Leader and Cabinet Member for Communities, Employment and Business, October 2014
27. In October 2013, the planning committee initiated the process of implementing at Article 4 Direction to withdraw the permitted development rights for certain use classes, and this was approved in March 2014. In doing so a change of use from an A3 use (restaurants and cafes), A4 (drinking establishments) and A5 (hot food takeaways) to A2 use (financial and professional services including betting shops, pay day lending shops and pawnbrokers) will require a planning application.\(^{11}\)

28. Whilst this goes some way to helping to alleviate the problem, in that there is the opportunity to prevent further services being provided on the Walworth Road, the Committee believes that we have not yet gone far enough to provide alternative finance services for residents.

29. **The Committee therefore recommends that a named Cabinet Member works to identify a potential premise for a credit union on the Walworth Road, which would help to balance the number of payday loan shop services.**

30. **The Committee also recommends that all Councillors should be encouraged to join a credit union so that they can speak from first-hand experience to residents about using credit unions.**

---

\(^{10}\) Submission from the Walworth Society, October 2014  
\(^{11}\) Response of Cllr Ian Wingfield, Deputy Leader and Cabinet Member for Communities, Employment and Business, October 2014
31. Whilst these services will help to raise awareness of existing services and potentially increase services for local residents, there is one further option which the Committee believes can directly target the link between mental health and financial health.

32. Whilst residents can independently seek out financial advice at CABs, it is not always the case that people will volitionally come forward with their concerns, and this can lead to them getting into more severe financial difficulties.

33. People with mental health concerns however are likely to be regularly attending their GP surgery for advice and support. In many circumstances, these are the same individuals who are struggling financially and this is only acting to increase the pressure being placed on them.

34. There is therefore a compelling argument for linking more strongly financial health and health service provision by the Council and the CCG. If residents are able to be referred to financial support services by their GP, who can see the physical effects of financial difficulties, there may be more opportunity for tackling the problem.

35. The issue was discussed extensively at the Committee hearing on 8 October, and Councillor Stephanie Cryan, Deputy Cabinet Member for Financial Inclusion was keen to see whether this might be something that Southwark was able to do.

36. The Southwark CAB talked extensively about the success that this had had previously, and it is something that the Committee were very keen to explore. This would provide demonstrable benefit as financial advice would be offered directly through Southwark health centres.

37. The Committee recommends that the Council takes the lead in initiating discussions about the potential for working with the CCG, local GP practices and CAB services to provide financial health services in health centres in Southwark.
Chapter 2: Environmental Health

The Context

38. The role that parks and open spaces play in increasing environmental health is well documented. There is considerable evidence for the benefits to mental and physical health as a result of spending time in green spaces and nature.\textsuperscript{12}

39. However, Southwark suffers from slightly less green space than the London average (25% vs. an average of 31%) and according to London Data Store, 50% of Southwark households have deficient access to nature.\textsuperscript{13}

40. Whilst this may be the case, Southwark is making great efforts to make the best possible use of the resources that it has. And at the same time, regeneration at Elephant and Castle and at the Aylesbury site will help to increase the amount of new green space for residents to enjoy.

41. Southwark can also boast 19 Green Flag parks; we are the third most awarded borough in London demonstrating the excellence of park management.\textsuperscript{14} Our green spaces also boast 15 outdoor gyms, alongside free or low cost outdoor facilities, such as the ping-pong tables in Burgess Park.

42. Further the rewards from the investment made by the Council into Burgess Park can be reaped through the statistics that show have usage figures have increased by half a million visits per year.\textsuperscript{15} The BMX track, the barbeque facilities, the outdoor gyms and the improved footways are only some of the reasons why more people are using the renovated space.

43. \textit{The commitment that the Council has so far made to our parks and green spaces should be commended, and the Committee recommends that the Council continues to invest in these areas to improve the health of residents.}

Improving air quality

44. Public Health presented the Committee with shocking statistics about the number of deaths caused by poor air quality which significantly raised the concerns expressed by Committee members.

45. In 2014 the Health Protection Agency published estimates for deaths attributable to poor air quality (PM$_{2.5}$), estimating approx 113 deaths in Southwark adults (25yrs +) would be in part due to poor air quality.\textsuperscript{16}

46. The evidence submitted by Southwark Cyclists further reinforces this, stating that ‘motor vehicles are responsible for 40-60% of UK air pollution, which exacerbates heart and lung

\textsuperscript{12} Public Health Presentation, Parks & Open Spaces, November 2014
\textsuperscript{13} Public Health Presentation, Parks & Open Spaces, November 2014
\textsuperscript{14} Public Health Presentation, Parks & Open Spaces, November 2014
\textsuperscript{15} Public Health Presentation, Parks & Open Spaces, November 2014
\textsuperscript{16} Public Health Presentation, Parks & Open Spaces, November 2014
diseases...Estimates suggest up to 24,000 people die and the same number again are taken to hospital each year because of air pollution caused by motor vehicles.\textsuperscript{17}

47. One of the key ways in which we can look to improve the air quality for residents is by tackling the amount of polluting vehicles that are on Southwark’s roads.

48. At the end of 2014, at the time of the Committee meeting, Transport for London (TfL) was consulting on the introduction of an ultra-low emission zone, which he hopes will address some of the problem.

49. Whilst this is welcome, Councillor Darren Merrill explained to the Committee that he does not believe that TfL’s plans go far enough, and Southwark joined forces with three other inner-London councils to lobby TfL to make changes to their proposals.

50. The Committee congratulates the Council on its recognition of air quality as a key issue for residents in the Borough and welcomes the submission to TfL to increase the scope of their recommendations for action.

51. \textit{The Committee would recommend that the Cabinet member continue to put pressure on TfL to reconsider the scope for the ultra-low emission zone to include Southwark.}

52. Alongside reducing the number of vehicles on our roads, effectively utilising the green spaces and parks that we have to provide fresh air is an important consideration.

53. One of the key topics for discussion at the Committee meeting was around the issue of second hand smoking, which directly affects residents. Whilst smoking has been banned in public places, this does not extend as yet to parks. The London Health Commission reported to the Mayor of London, Boris Johnson, in October 2014 its recommendation to ban smoking in parks and open spaces.

54. The recommendation comes on the back of the introduction of a ban on smoking in parks and public places which Michael Bloomberg, the former mayor of New York, said had helped to increase life expectancy by three years.\textsuperscript{18}

55. \textit{As a first step, the Committee would recommend that the Council considers looking to ban smoking in children’s playgrounds. This will be a good initial move to improve the air quality for young people in our borough and those who are likely to be affected by second hand smoking from adults whilst they are at play.}

Green links

56. As outlined above, 19 Green Flags have been awarded to Southwark’s parks, recognising them as having excellence in park management.

57. However, less well recognised, but equally contributing to the ‘green-ness’ of the Borough, are the green spaces that are distributed throughout. A key way in which we link these spaces together with the parks are through green links.

\textsuperscript{17} Southwark Cyclists, The public health case for increasing cycling and walking in Southwark, December 2014
\textsuperscript{18} \url{http://www.theguardian.com/society/2014/oct/15/boris-johnson-advised-ban-london-parks}
58. Whilst in many areas these green links are already in existence, there is a feeling amongst residents who attended the Committee meeting that more needs to be done to advertise and maintain these routes.

59. **The Committee would therefore recommend that the Cabinet Member for Parks looks into the possibility of funding a project highlighting the green link projects throughout the Borough.**

60. There is also the ideal opportunity to further extend green links whilst there is a focus on redesigning the transport infrastructure throughout the Borough.

61. The new cycle superhighway provides such an opportunity. Residents at the meeting raised the idea that rather than having cement to provide segregated routes, it would be advisable to instead have planted sections which would act as a 'green ribbon' through the Borough.

62. **The Committee welcomes this suggestion and would recommend that the Cabinet member factors this into the ongoing Cycling Strategy that the Council is developing.**

63. The second area in which infrastructure might be changed to support improving the environment in Southwark is through the Low Line Project, being worked on by the Walworth Society.\(^\text{19}\)

64. Such a project would open up the railway line to both walking and cycling opportunities, but also provide a new space which could be effectively greened to improve both the look and feel, alongside providing environmental benefits for residents.

65. **The Committee recommends that the Cabinet Member for Regeneration seriously considers the viability of a low line and works with the Walworth Society to develop a proposal to take this forward.**

**Utilising green spaces**

66. As the Walworth Society raised at the Committee meeting, attractive green spaces and provision for community involvement helps to promote community cohesion.\(^\text{20}\)

67. Alongside the parks and green links in our Borough, there are many green spaces which are currently under-utilised. Often there are flower beds and green spaces attached to our Council estates which are not effectively being used to provide attractive features for the local area.

68. These spaces can be improved through the introduction of planters, or by giving residents licence to use the spaces for gardening purposes to grow flowers and shrubbery. This would not only help to lift the appearance of estates throughout the Borough, but would also help to bring communities together.

69. **The Committee would recommend that the Cabinet Member looks to conduct a study into the use of green space in the Borough and work with local TRAs and community groups to identify community projects that can be undertaken.**

\(^{19}\) Submission from the Walworth Society, October 2014

\(^{20}\) Submission from the Walworth Society, October 2014
70. Whilst we are under-utilising some of the green space in the Borough, there are also many regeneration projects which have derelict sites for a period of time during the redevelopment. The Mobile Gardeners is a great example of a community group utilising space that developers are planning on building on as an interim use before development occurs.

71. With large amounts of regeneration, particularly in the north of the Borough, there will be more sites which could be used for interim periods of time by community groups to, in effect, create ‘pop up’ gardening or park spaces.

72. **We would encourage the Cabinet Member for Regeneration and the Chair of Planning to look to encourage developers to consider interim use projects which contribute to improving the environment for Southwark residents during their schemes.**
Chapter 3: Physical Health

The context

73. Physical inactivity currently accounts for nearly one-fifth of premature deaths in the UK and it is predicted that this will increase by a further 15% by 2030. The estimated cost of inactivity to society in Southwark including health care costs and losses in economic productivity is £17million per 100,000 population. 21

74. The Active People Survey suggests that approximately 26% of adults in Southwark are inactive – ie. Doing less than 30 minutes moderate physical activity a week. Southwark is ranked 41 in the Survey of London Boroughs, significantly behind neighbouring boroughs such as Lambeth.

75. At the same time, we can look more closely at this data and see the spread of obesity throughout the Borough. As we can see there is a widespread problem in Southwark, which is not necessarily concentrated to one specific area.
76. There is clear evidence that physical activity has a positive effect on improving health, and this does not just mean undertaking large amount of physically exertive activity.

77. In fact, as the figure below demonstrates, there are three core sets of activity that can help to use calories, and increase the heart rate, providing health benefits.

---

23 Public Health Presentation, Parks & open spaces, October 2014
24 Public Health Presentation, Parks & open spaces, October 2014
78. Southwark takes the issue of poor public health very seriously, and has a variety of approaches to tackle obesity, and encourage physical activity in the borough.

Exercise & play

79. Southwark’s parks and open spaces provide the ideal environment for physical activity. There are currently 15 outdoor gyms throughout the Borough that provide equipment for residents to use whilst not having to pay for gym membership, or be forced to exercise indoors.

80. In discussions at the Committee, residents spoke very favourably about outdoor gyms and members and residents alike have seen for themselves the large amount of usage that they have.

81. These facilities provide people with a simple way to exercise, whilst also enjoying our open spaces and the Committee recommends that the Council consider further sites for outdoor gyms in parks and open spaces throughout the Borough.

82. Identifying other spaces where physical activity can occur is also an important way to help improve the health of the borough.

83. Southwark Living Streets in their submission to the Committee made an interesting proposition about the creation of PlayStreets. Southwark already has active play streets, which means that roads are closed for a period of time during the week, providing a safe space in which children can play.25

84. Under the current regulations, successful applicants will be granted a temporary play street order which allows a road to be closed for a maximum of three hours for one day per month.26

85. The Committee believes that this provides an ideal opportunity for engaging children in safe play near their homes, and would recommend that the Cabinet Member looks to extend the scheme during school holidays.

86. Whilst some people will be happy to exercise in their local park, or in an open space on their estate, there are large numbers of residents who do not currently have gym or swimming pool access, who would greatly benefit from being able to utilise the leisure centre facilities that we have as a Council.

87. Southwark Labour’s pledge at the Local Elections in May 2014 goes a way to making this a reality, with the pilot scheme for free, universal access to swimming pools and gyms throughout the Borough starting at the beginning of 2015.

88. The Committee is delighted that the Council is taking such innovative steps forward to open up access to leisure facilities, especially for those who may not currently use the service, and looks forward to the results of the pilot scheme and a full rollout in 2016.

25 Submission from Southwark Living Streets, October 2014
26 http://www.southwark.gov.uk/info/100011/transport_and_streets/3449/play_streets
Alcohol

89. Southwark is understood to be one of the top 5 Boroughs in terms of numbers of licensed premises. Within Southwark there are 1286 premises licensed under the Licensing Act 2013. Additionally there are around 800 Temporary Event Notices and alcohol is readily available for purchase throughout the Borough 24 hours a day.

90. Whilst this is the case, the most recent annual partnership analysis of alcohol related violence for 2013, indicates that alcohol related violence against the person and calls to the police concerning alcohol related disorder and rowdiness are at their lowest level in Southwark since the monitor began back in 2007.

91. However, compared to neighbouring Boroughs, Southwark remains with the highest number of alcohol related admissions to hospital.

![Figure 7: Alcohol related admissions to hospital, December 2014](image)

92. There is therefore still a significant challenge for Southwark to reduce the issues associated with alcohol in the Borough.

93. The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) made a number of recommendations in its public health guidelines *Alcohol use disorders: preventing harmful drinking*. These included ‘policy’ issues, such as price and availability and ‘practice’ issues such as licensing, intervention programmes and referrals.

94. Tackling the sale of super-strength alcohol is one way in which it is possible to directly tackle the issue of excessive drinking, leading to health problems. A number of local licensing authorities

---

27 Availability of alcohol on our high streets and in pubs and bars, Richard Parkins and Anna Richards, December 2014
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29 [https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ph24](https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/ph24)
have targeted cheap super-strength lager and cider and have worked toward voluntary agreements not to sell such products.

95. Whilst this approach is commendable, the Committee is concerned that a voluntary agreement will only work with those premises who are responsible and may still lead to pockets of irresponsible retailers selling produce.

96. **The Committee is currently conducting a Licensing Policy Review, and the Committee would recommend that the new guidance would seek to ban the sale of super strength alcohol as a standard condition of a licence**

97. **The Committee recommends that the Licensing Review further considers the ways in which current licensing policy can be used more effectively to have a clear impact on decision making.**

98. Directly linking health to licensing is also an area in which the Committee feels a tangible benefit can be made. Public Health is now able to comments on licence applications and call licence reviews as a ‘responsible authority’. This opens up the opportunity to directly look at health data and the potential impact that a premise is having on the local area.

99. **The Committee would recommend that Public Health is regularly consulted on licence applications and review processes, and data is taken into account to assess the likely impact on health for residents, including A&E admissions, noise disturbance and ambulance call-outs.**

### Smoking

100. Southwark is statistically higher in smoking attributable deaths especially from lung cancer and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease than surrounding Boroughs.

![Figure 8: Smoking Prevalence – trends in SE London](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>2000</th>
<th>2001</th>
<th>2002</th>
<th>2003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bexley (4.9%)</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bromley (4.3%)</td>
<td>17.0</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>17.8</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenwich (4.7%)</td>
<td>24.1</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>18.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hackney (4.9%)</td>
<td>20.2</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>21.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lambeth (4.3%)</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>19.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwark (4.1%)</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>20.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

101. Each year in Southwark the estimated cost of smoking to society is approximately £66.4million.\(^{31}\)

---

\(^{30}\) Public Health Presentation, Physical Health, December 2014

\(^{31}\) Tobacco Control in Southwark, Bimke Opi and Sally Slade, December 2014
102. There is an ongoing issue with illegal tobacco. In Southwark, 1 in 5 cigarettes smoked is illegal and 73% of smokers surveyed in Southwark said that they had been offered illegal tobacco at least once in the last year and 56.4% had actually bought illegal tobacco in the last year. The highest percentage of smokers offered illegal tobacco at least once in the last year was 95% for smokers surveyed in Peckham Rye.32

103. At this time, the Council are taking steps to prevent the uptake of smoking, smoking cessation and protection from second hand smoke and illegal sales. The Lambeth and Southwark Tobacco Control Alliance continues to promote an evidence based tobacco control approach, represented by statutory and non-statutory sectors.

104. **However, there is more than needs to be done and tackling smoking needs to remain a high priority for Public Health. The Committee supports the idea that there needs to be a more localised approach and we would recommend the close working together of the CCG, the Council and local partner organisations.**

105. Discouraging young people from taking up smoking is a particularly important want to tackle the issue, and there needs to be more done to educate in schools. At present 3 schools per year are being funded in a 4 year project working with year 8 students. *This does not provide a comprehensive enough approach and the Council needs to work with secondary schools to have a yearly programme of activity.*

106. In terms of smoking cessation there is Stop Smoking support currently offered through 45 GP practices, 42 pharmacies, specialist services and through SLAM. Specific focus at the moment is placed on those who are housebound with long term conditions, and pregnant women.

107. **However, there needs to be more done by local GP surgeries to provide information to patients and create pathways for more priority groups. The Committee recommends that the CCG needs to work with the Council to ensure that these services can be delivered appropriately.**

108. **In terms of tackling illegal tobacco, there is currently a partnership with Lambeth, Lewisham, Greenwich, Bexley and Bromley looking at the situation in SE London. The Committee commends this approach and would like to see a more concerted effort to tackle sales of illegal tobacco.**

**Active Travel**

109. A key area for improving health easily is through incorporating physical activity into everyday living. The Council is committed to being a 20 MPH borough creating a healthier, safer and more pleasant street environment for pedestrians and cyclists.33

110. The Council is also working on the Cycling Strategy and it was this that stoked the most discussion amongst participants at the Committee meeting.

111. **The Committee would recommend that the Cabinet Member takes note of the submissions to this Committee in his consideration of responses to the Council’s Cycling Strategy.**

---

32 Tobacco Control in Southwark, Bimke Opi and Sally Slade, December 2014
33 Public Health Presentation, Parks & Open Spaces November 2014
112. Cycling England has said that ‘cycling is a highly efficient way of exercising, easy on the joints, mixing periods of high energy use with pauses for breath. It produces measureable improvements in fitness over a short period of time.’\textsuperscript{34}

113. As Southwark Living Streets said in their submission to the Committee, there needs to be ‘large volumes of cycle parking at destinations (eg high streets, local shops and services and local amenities (eg leisure centres)) and where people live (secure on street parking and secure parking on estates).’\textsuperscript{35}

114. This would further help to encourage people to take up cycling as they are able to find reliable and secure places to store their cycles.

115. \textit{The Committee recommends that the Cabinet Member looks at safe cycle storage schemes and works with developers to ensure that new schemes have adequate cycle parking and storage provision.}

116. Whilst some people do own their own cycles, the success of the Barclays Bike Hire Scheme means that people can rent bikes at a low cost.

117. The number of Cycle Hire points in the Borough has been slowly increasing, but more needs to be done by TfL to put in place the infrastructure for people to hire cycles.

118. \textit{The Committee recommends that the Cabinet Member works with TfL to identify further cycle hire schemes throughout the Borough.}

119. Alongside this, offering free bicycle loan schemes and interest free loans to buy bicycles can help to encourage more people to take up cycling.

120. The Southwark Cyclists in their evidence talked about the Grange Project, which is running on the Grange Estate in Bermondsey and used leafleting plus the offer of free bike loan and cycle training to get people to try cycling or return to cycling. The results of the Project were a ‘statistically significant’ 9% increase in cycling with consequential health improvements.\textsuperscript{36}

121. \textit{The Committee recommends that the Cabinet Member considers the outcomes of the Grange Project and looks to see whether the scheme could be further extended in other areas in the Borough to encourage cycling.}

122. \textit{The Council is currently aiming to have 10% of the borough actively cycling. Given the success of the Grange Project, the Committee recommends that the Cabinet Member should consider increasing the target percentage of those actively cycling in the Borough for 2016/17.}

\textsuperscript{34}Cycling and Health – what’s the evidence, Cycling England, December 2014
\textsuperscript{35}Submission from Southwark Living Streets, October 2014
\textsuperscript{36}Southwark Cyclists, The public health case for increasing cycling and walking in Southwark, December 2014
Personalisation: An Adult Health and Social Care E-Marketplace
February 2015

Introduction
Since June 2014 Community Action Southwark (CAS) has been carrying out a number of work streams focused on personalisation, and how the introduction of personalisation policies has affected the voluntary and community sector (VCS).

As part of our contribution to the Healthy Communities Scrutiny Sub-Committee review of personalisation, this document explores the idea of establishing an Adult Health and Social Care E-Marketplace for the borough. The e-marketplace could contain listings of statutory, private, and voluntary sector health and care services, with information about these services and including the ability to purchase them online where possible.

The recommendation to establish an e-marketplace for Southwark was part of our main submission of evidence to the committee, and first arose from our series of ‘Thinking Allowed’ summits, which took place in 2012/13.

Contents:
1. History of the E-Marketplace Proposal
2. Potential Characteristics
3. Potential Outcomes
4. Additional Issues to Consider

1. History of the E-Marketplace Proposal

The original idea for the creation of an e-marketplace arose from a series of events entitled ‘Thinking Allowed’ summits, which CAS hosted between November 2012 and January 2013. The aim of the summits was to encourage cross-sector dialogue in order to improve public services and push for better outcomes for the residents of Southwark. The summits brought together the voluntary and community sector (VCS) and the public sector, and focused on three main areas; the health landscape, children’s services, and the personalisation of health and social care services.

The Thinking Allowed Health Summit took place on 16th November 2012, and was attended by 32 participants from 18 organisations across the voluntary and public sector in Southwark. One of the
recommendations to emerge from the summit was for a database of health and social care providers, which could be built into GP referral systems.

The Personalisation Summit was held on 15th February 2013, and one of the recommendations to emerge from this was for more data on the market to be collected, with TripAdvisor style user reviews. It asked for the development of a directory of services, or an ‘e-marketplace’, complemented by a telephone helpline. This was identified as a task with joint responsibility across Southwark Council, the VCS, NHS Southwark Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) and Healthwatch Southwark.

After the summits, CAS analysed the reports to establish how to take all the recommendations forward. There were a number of common themes running through all three summits. One of the key findings was that resources, assets and services were not being utilised to their full extent because services were not joined up or integrated, and sufficient information sharing did not take place cross-sector. The establishment of an e-marketplace was noted as a key recommendation from the summits, as it would serve to provide information about available services in one place.

The suggestion for an e-marketplace was also included in the CAS/Healthwatch Southwark response to the consultation on changes to healthcare at the Dulwich Hospital site. The development of an e-marketplace was relevant to two priorities in the consultation document – Priority 2: Healthcare for Everyone, and Priority 4: People with Long-Term Conditions (including Mental Health) and Older People.

In March 2014, it was stated that the council was in the process of developing an e-marketplace for personal budget holders to shop and search for goods and services online. However our understanding is that this development has stalled and has not been implemented. CAS would welcome an update from officers on the status of the project, and would be keen to be involved in any way that is useful.

2. Potential Characteristics

The Care Act requires local authorities to place greater emphasis on personalisation of care, and also enhances its role as a market steward. Those receiving personal budgets need to be able to decide how to spend their allocated fund in a way that is most beneficial to their needs – and a diverse marketplace is absolutely necessary for this to be achieved.

The Adult Health and Social Care E-Marketplace would help meet the requirements of the Care Act. It would be a single, central resource providing information about the full range of health and social care services in Southwark, and could provide the ability to purchase these services directly. This could be a similar model, or localised version, of the website Care Place, which provides listings for the whole of London. However, Care Place does not currently allow for transactions, and it is arguable that e-marketplaces are better provided at borough level, as a London-wide platform cannot be detailed enough to encompass the full breadth of provision across Southwark.

The e-marketplace would be for use by the general public (particularly those in receipt of personal budgets by direct payments), but also professionals across sectors, including GPs. The development
of an e-marketplace could open doors to potential social prescribing projects for the borough, similar to the SAIL project (co-ordinated by Age UK Lewisham and Southwark) that already exists. Barriers will need to be overcome to smoothly integrate an e-marketplace developed by the council with the EMIS system used by GPs. However, social prescribing has great potential for helping individuals to self-manage long-term conditions, and the e-marketplace could be a vital first step towards looking into how social prescribing can be used more widely in Southwark. An e-marketplace for health and social care could potentially be scalable, and extended to form a comprehensive list of all services available in the borough – for example, in the future, general signposting to information and advice could be included. Existing council resources, such as Southwark Council’s My Support Choices and Community Catalyst’s Small Good Stuff could be integrated into the e-marketplace.

It is vital that the listings include information about the quality of the services. Listed services would need to be quality assured. One way of doing this could be through a Trip Advisor style system, where service users rate services and write short reviews. This would give service users an insight into other’s experiences before making a decision to purchase services.

In order to reduce bureaucracy and minimise the council’s role in the e-marketplace, service providers would upload information about services themselves. These would need to be quality checked before being published, and providers would pay a small fee in order to upload their information. The local authority could also charge a small fee for transactions carried out via the e-marketplace. In this way, the e-marketplace could potentially act as a tool to bring funding into the council. Northamptonshire’s County Council’s current draft budget has outlined plans for a new online marketplace which they have estimated could generate £2 million for the council over the next five years. The local authority would receive a 2% fee for each transaction received through the proposed e-marketplace, which they have called ‘breeze-e’.

Additionally, and importantly, data on user searches and transactions could be used to inform the council’s future commissioning intentions, as they would get insights into which services were most popular and needed.

Many local authorities have established, or are looking into establishing, e-marketplaces for health and social care. The London Borough of Tower Hamlets is currently in the process of implementing an e-marketplace for social care, with the final intention being that service users will be able to purchase services through the site. This was tested through an ‘end-user’ testing session with providers, service users and carers during May 2013. More information on this can be found here. York Council also has an e-marketplace. Connect to Support York provides service users with an e-marketplace which allows people to search, browse, and buy equipment and services to help them live independently. It also provides a comprehensive directory of VCS services in York.

3. Potential Outcomes

Ensuring all service providers are listed together comprehensively on one platform means it is much easier to get a picture of the whole market and identify gaps, as well as stimulate and steward the market.Listing providers in one place will provide an invaluable tool for support workers as well as individuals, and will mean that individuals have more knowledge of the full range of services available to enable them to exercise choice and select services to meet their personalised needs. The
development of the e-marketplace will also lead to better informed professionals who have a deep understanding of the full range of available services across the borough.

Because listed services will not only be intended for those that are eligible for social care support from the council, the existence of an e-marketplace will help to improve prevention of health issues – for example, listing of older people’s clubs and activities for all will help to address older people’s isolation earlier. The e-marketplace will help to strengthen care pathways, and competition between providers will help to drive up quality of services and ensure prices are competitive.

The existence of an e-marketplace will encourage voluntary sector providers to improve their skills in unit costing and marketing. It will also allow individual VCOs to identify each other and signpost service users accordingly – and additionally to identify areas for collaboration and joint working.

Listing services online will reduce service user and provider dependence on the public sector to signpost and provide information for them. It will also help avoid a situation where certain providers are getting high levels of business simply because they are known about by key individuals.

4. Additional Issues to Consider

A key issue to address is around quality assurance for services. Social care providers who don’t have a contract with the council, and are not registered with the Care Quality Commission, have little opportunity to prove the quality of their services. It is important that listings on the e-marketplace only include providers who are of an appropriate quality. The development of a quality assurance scheme for providers would be a necessary development. This could be similar to the East London Solutions’ Ensuring Quality scheme.

It would be a prudent approach to develop a prototype and test out the e-marketplace before creating one which covers the entirety of adult health and social care. A client group that may be suitable is older people, for instance. However, as with any client group, there is the additional consideration of work that will need to be done around digital inclusion. Many residents across Southwark do not have access to the internet, and work will need to be done to ensure that those without internet access can still use the e-marketplace in some way.

In addition to considerations around digital inclusion, the e-marketplace must also be easy-to-use, intuitive, and designed around the needs of the clients it is designed predominantly to serve – service users. In order to make the e-marketplace fit for purpose, we would recommend taking a co-design approach to its development, and creating it in partnership with the public sector, voluntary sector, service users, and service providers.

CAS does not have the technical expertise to lead on this project, and it is therefore a project that would need to be council led. However there could be a more developmental role for CAS in developing a quality assurance model for providers; making sure that listed providers meet the necessary requirements; and, assisting in data management in the set up stages.

If you have any questions about anything in this document, or want to discuss personal budgets and the VCS in more detail, please contact Rachel Clarkson, Senior Policy Officer at rachel@casouthwark.org.uk
19 February 2015

Councillor Rebecca Lury (Chair)
Healthy Communities Scrutiny Sub-Scrutiny

Dear Councillor Lury,

Patient Opinion

Thank you for your enquiry regarding information for the Healthy Communities scrutiny sub-committee meeting on 4 March.

At its January meeting, the Healthy Communities scrutiny sub-committee requested information on, if and how Patient Opinion is used by the council to seek service users' views on personalisation. Patient Opinion is focused on health services. Southwark Council is, however, a subscriber to its sister site Care Opinion. Care Opinion (CO) is a national website giving people the chance to give feedback on care and support. Anyone can access CO and view the stories published (and any response from provider organisations).

We have been raising awareness of the site over the past 18 months, including voluntary and community sector organisations, sheltered housing schemes and sharing information with Healthwatch colleagues. To date there have been very few stories posted relating specifically to adult social care services in Southwark.

Council officers are investigating if there may be further opportunities to do some targeted work with a small number of specific local provider organisations to try and increase the number of stories posted and where the feedback service would be of particular benefit. We will evaluate this, as part of adult services’ wider approach to obtaining regular and meaningful feedback on support and services available locally, later this year.

Yours sincerely

Jay Stickland
Director, Adult Social Care
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